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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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AI Game Programming Wisdom 4 (AI Game Programming Wisdom (W/CD))Charles River, 2008

	Welcome to the latest volume of AI Game Programming Wisdom! AI Game Programming Wisdom 4 includes a collection of more than 50 new articles featuring cutting-edge techniques, algorithms, and architectures written by industry professionals for use in commercial game development. Organized into 7 sections, this comprehensive volume explores...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web PagesQue, 2005
    Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web Pages assumes that readers are true beginners - no prior Web page experience is necessary!

    This hands-on tutorial teaches readers the fundamentals of creating Web pages, along with more advanced ideas like message areas, chat, and e-commerce options...
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Critical Thinking: Tools for Taking Charge of Your Professional and Personal LifePrentice Hall, 2002

	Addresses all three key components of thinking: analysis, evaluation and re-thinking. Gives you the practical critical thinking skills you need to take control of your life, help you cope with virtually any situation--and be more successful in pursuing your ultimate dreams and values.


	You are what you think...

...
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JavaScript Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Much has changed since the first edition of JavaScript Step by Step was written in 2007. The underlying JavaScript specification received a major update; Microsoft released Windows Internet Explorer 8—and now 9 (which is about to be released as I write this); JavaScript development frameworks have matured and are now ubiquitous; and...
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Show Me You Care - The Power of Silence in SellingTarget Point Ltd, 2021

	
		The Power of Silence is immense.

	
		Nothing establishes a closer connection or works better than silence and active listening. There is raw power to listening, hearing, and getting out of the way. When we let a buyer tell us what they want, vs. what we think they may need, long-lasting relationships are built. Silence and...
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Printing with Adobe Photoshop CS4Focal Press, 2009
Photoshop users:

Ever feel like your printer is letting you down?

Sick of seeing the bright, saturated tones of photos on your monitor turn into washed-out, drab prints?

Frustrated by the lack of resources on this essential process?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then you really need The...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 8 for PhotographersFocal Press, 2009

	If you're new to Elements and need a complete overview of each feature and function, you'll find exactly what you're looking for here: step-by-step instructions covering every aspect of Elements, accompanied by helpful screenshots and colorful images. If you're a more experienced user, you'll find Philip's signature...
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The Mathematica Book, Fifth EditionWolfram Media, 2003

	As both a highly readable tutorial and a definitive reference for over a million Mathematica users worldwide, this book covers every aspect of Mathematica. It is an essential resource for all users of Mathematica from beginners to experts. This expanded fifth edition presents Mathematica Version 5 for the first time and is important for...
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Applied Cyber Security and the Smart Grid: Implementing Security Controls into the Modern Power InfrastructureSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Cyber security is big business today. Smart Grid is big business today. Therefore let’s put the

	two together and write a book? Well, surely there will be some individuals that may make that

	assumption as to the motivation behind the publication of this book. The real motivation behind

	the development of this book is because...
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Microformats: Empowering Your Markup for Web 2.0Friends of Ed, 2007
Microformats burst onto the scene a couple of years ago and are fast becoming an essential tool for all professional web designers and developers. Imagine being able to integrate all of your web-based contact details, tagged articles, and geographical information seamlessly in web and desktop applications, without having to add anything extra to...
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Marketing Accountability: How to Measure Marketing EffectivenessKogan Page, 2009




One of the biggest issues facing marketers today is accountability for marketing expenditure.Ð’  No CEO or CFO wants to hear that their marketing investment was a failed gamble.

Marketing Accountability by Malcolm McDonald and Peter Mouncey is a breakthrough for marketing andÐ’ important...
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